naydenova

paper & packaging,
identity

LOGO AND VISUAL IDENTITY
Client : superdev limoges
My role : graphic designer
THE BIG ONE agency changed their
name and was looking for a new
logo and visual identity : key visual,
marketing and communication tools.
The new name was SUPERDEV and
their baseline was «creative digital
heroes» so I played with the HERO
ans comics illustration for the key
visual. The logo was created with the
S and D letters.

ADDITIONAL
Flyer for SUPERDEV project
describing how to put a
holographic pyramid over your
phone and watch 3D videos.
Inspired by IKEA notices.

VISUAL IDENTITY
Client : lemonlemoff
My role : Art director and graphic
designer
logo
déclinaisons

Project for a logo. The client was
an artist. I decided to play with
the LEMON shape and the face of
the artist.

charte graphique
lem.on.lem.off

peut aussi être utilisé en format ‘court’ carrée ou ovale; peut
s’utiliser uniquement sur fond blanc ou rose (voir ‘couleurs’)

fonts
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lem.on.lem.off

la
version
courte
carrée
uniquement peut s’associer
avec le nom ‘lem.on.lem.off’
ecrit en dessous , en bleu (voir
‘couelurs’) et en MONTSERRAT
(voir ‘fonts’)
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SEE PROJECTS HERE : VISUAL IDENTITY

by svetlananaydenova.fr

ILLUSTRATION FOR ADVENT
CALENDAR AND PACKAGING BOX
Client : madeleines bijou
My role : illustrator and graphic
designer
I had to find a winter theme
illustration for an advent calendar
and also create a metal box design
for the winter limited edition box of
the factory.
The advent calendar had the form of
a big book with fairytails.

SEE PROJECTS HERE : PACKAGING

ADDITIONAL

ILLUSTRATION AND LAYOUT
Client : madeleines Bijou
My role : illustrator and graphic
designer
Creating small illustrations
including the main character.
The illustrations are then inserted
into catalogs and flyers for the
clients.

LOGO REDISGN
Client : sigma(car reseller)
My role : graphic designer
description
Redisgn the old logo and create a
new one. Adapt the logo for social
media and paper media.

old logo

new logo

cross media

NAME, LOGO AND IDENTITY
Client : concert organisation
association
My role : Art director and graphic
designer
The association needed name, logo
and visual identity. They were based
in Limoges, France. They mostly
organised metal concerts and
there is a specific term into these kind
of conecrts: mosh pit so I combined
mosh and Limoges. LIMOSH

SEE FULL PROJECT HERE : LIMOSH LINK

digital project

PRODUCT PHOTO SHOOT, PHOTO
EDITING, CREATION OF VIDEOS FOR
SOCIAL MEDIA
Client : SNYKL
My role : Art director and graphic
designer
My job for this project was to take
photos and videos of the jewelry on
the shoes and edit them afterwards.
We had to create fixed visuals for the
feed format, but also short videos for
the STORY format for social media.
Especially Instagram and TikTok.

SEE FULL PROJECT HERE : SNYKL LINK

Product photos

see videos here : link

youtube thumbnails

VIDEOS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
Client : STOQQ
My role : Graphic designer
My work for this project was to take
the existing photos of the products,
find background images and animate
the elements and the text in order
to make the content dynamic and
attractive. I had to create fixed visuals
for the feed format, but also short
videos for the STORY format for social
networks. Especially Instagram and
TikTok.

SEE FULL PROJECT HERE : STOQQ LINK

Story video

Feed video

see videos here : link

youtube thumbnails

FEED AND STORY VIDEOS FOR
INSTAGRAM
Client : YUMI
My role : Graphic designer
My work for this project was to take
the existing photos of the products,
remove the background and find a
creative, colorful and POP design for
social media.

SEE FULL PROJECT HERE : YUMI LINK

YOUTUBE THUMBNAILS
Client : YOMI DENZEL
My role : Graphic designer
My job for this project was to come
up with different designs for YouTube
thumbnails.

SEE FULL PROJECT HERE : DENZEL LINK

WINE LABEL DESIGN AND VIDEO
Client : WILAAW
My role : Art director and graphic
designer
The theme was illusion and I wanted
to explore the subject from several
angles. This is why I chose to add
another of the 5 senses to my creation:
touch. It is essential to touch a bottle
of wine before tasting it. Another point
that I find interesting is that each
time we come into contact with the
bottle, we discover a different aspect of
creation, which will never be the same.

SEE FULL PROJECT HERE : WILAAW LINK

CV AND COVER LETTER

contact@naydenova.fr

SVETLANA
NAYDENOVA.

PRESENTATION
I am a graphic designer and illustrator and I worked for five years in a communication agency. Currently, I am a
freelance graphic designer, but I remain open to any type of creative opportunity. I have a multimedia creation
degree and a two year degree in multimedia and internet skills, which allowed me to improve my knowledge in
graphic design, audiovisual production and communication in general.

graphic designer. illustrator.

WHAT I DO
Visual identity (logos, brand guidelines), publishing (flyers,
posters, brochures, business cards, catalogs, POS material),
web media (GIFs, videos, visuals for social networks), packaging
(food and industrial), web design, photography, illustration,
drawing, community & happiness management, html, css.
currently

FREELANCE GRAPHIC
DESIGNER AND ILLUSTRATOR
Worldwide

I am currently a freelance graphic
designer with the desire to bring my
creativity to various projects. So far I have
been able to work on photo shootings,
communication strategy for social
networks, creation of video content,
including GIFs and videos for social
networs. I also produced print media, and
packs with visual identity including logo,
brand guidelines and various media
portfolios.

2015 - 2020

2015 (april - june)

Superdev - Limoges (FR)

GRAPHIC DESIGNER
(INTERNSHIP)

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Solocal Group - London (UK)
This professional experience allowed me
to learn teamwork, how to understand
the customer's request and respond to it
as effectively as possible. I had the chance
to work for big companies like Legrand or
the “Madeleines Bijou”. But I was also
able to bring my know-how to small
businesses and offer them bespoke
solutions for various media.

The biggest challenge was working with
an English team. I was able to work on
photo editing, various communication
media for internal and external needs,
and in particular PowerPoint templates.

SPEAKING OF LANGUAGES; I speak French
Bulgarian and English. I also have bacis
knowledge in Spanish and Italian.

CONTESTS

COLUMBUS

Mug design
1st prize for South-West France

CRÉDIT AGRICOLE

WILAAW 2020

IG PROJECTS

WEB SITE

Bank card design
Top 10

Wine label design
2nd prize for France

My work in the agency was on the one hand oriented towards print
(logos, brochures, catalogs, flyers, POS, brand identity, guidelines,
illustrations, food packaging, industrial packaging) and on the other
hand towards the web. I've worekd on GIFS, videos, web banners and
other social media creations. In addition, I am aware of all the
challenges of using web media. I have been using the Adobe suite for
many years. Including Illustrator, Photoshop, Indesign and
AfterEffects.
Apart from the many print media, I also created web content such as
newsletters, web layouts, storyboards, video editing and GIFs for web
sites and also for social media, for different clients, respecting their
graphic guidelines and visual identity. I was in charge of the activity of
the Instagram and Facebook accounts of my agency, Superdev. Also, I
have personal Instagram accounts, with which I give visibility to my
ideas and creations. Among them, my creative profiles:
drawings and illustrations www.instagram.com/lem.on.lem.off/
professional projects www.instagram.com/naydenova.graphiste/
I have been passionate about photography for many years. I have a
Nikon camera that follows me in many projects. In particular, I used it
for a large part of the photos taken in my Portfolio.
In addition, I speak several languages, which allows me to bring other
cultural points of view. Indeed, I had the opportunity to live 3 months in
London, during an internship. This allowed me to practice my English
and discover another country. Moreover, I am fluent in Bulgarian. I have
lived in France for more than ten years. I started looking for a job, in
parallel with my freelance activity. I have a personal automobile and can
easily travel elsewhere as well.

CREATIONS ONLINE (click in links)

IG ILLUSTRATIONS
lem.on.lem.off

naydenova.graphiste

naydenova.fr

www.naydenova.fr

naydenova.fr

PORTFOLIO
I invite you to look at my
CV, as well as my digital
portfolio online at
WWW.NAYDENOVA.FR

(I used the basic languages (html, css and
javascript) in order to practice and not
lose control of what I learned.)

I can be reached at any
time to convince you of
my motivation or if you
have any questions.
Thank you so much for
taking the time to read
my letter!

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
You can find my creations here :
Instagram for professional project :
@naydenova.graphiste
Instagram for illustration project :
@lem.on.lem.off
Website :
www.naydenova.fr

